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About IPP
The Innovation Partnership Programme (IPP), is an ODAfunded program between the governments of Finland
and Vietnam. IPP is an initiator, facilitator, and connector
between Vietnam and overseas markets with the aim of
strengthening the Vietnamese innovation and
entrepreneurial ecosystem. The programme fosters new
activities, connections, and collaboration nationally,
regionally, and internationally.
We provide support for local entrepreneurs through the
Innovation Accelerator Program (IAP), which is designed
for Vietnam-based projects to accelerate their innovative
activities and increase their potential for international
growth.

Our

Work
IPP contributes to Vietnam’s rapidly developing enterprise ecosystem by
supporting innovation—via grants—in companies with high growth
potential.

Funding

IPP currently has a portfolio of 18 new and innovative companies based in
Vietnam that are targeting international markets. These teams are seeking
international partners, mentors, and investors in order to soft launch in new
markets.

IPP organizes relevant events to build entrepreneurship skills and knowhow in addition to connecting key actors in the ecosystem with each
other, providing a strong foundation for Vietnam’s next generation of
entrepreneurs.

Connecting

The program currently has selected four ecosystem development
consortium projects to receive support. These projects are a gateway for
international entities that want to share their expertise, enter the local
market, and take part in developing the ecosystem in Vietnam.

In addition to providing funding and organizing events, IPP also takes the lead
in developing and organizing training activities with local and international
partners, with the aim of bringing new training programs and methods to
Vietnamese educational organizations.

Training

IPP supports the Vietnamese National Innovation System (NIS) through
institutional development, capacity building, and partnerships to enhance
private sector innovation and collaboration.
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Handiconnect - 2014

C
B2

“Developing products and services for people with mobility disabilities”

The founder has Master Degree of Entrepreneurship from a
New Zealand university and has won many business
challenges, including Audacious - Business Challenge at Otago
University, Mekong Business Challenge.
The company has a well-built technical and business core
team who are dedicated to creating change in disabled
communities. They have received orders right after the
prototyping test. The team is currently looking for investment
and collaboration.

iNext Technology - 2013

B
B2

“Video consultation and digital management solution for health care services”

HEALTH

The founder had worked with the core team for four years
before starting the company. He has a M.S. degree from Korea
and has acquired many big hospitals as clients in the South of
Vietnam.
Awarded ASEAN ICT prize in TECHMART 2015. Their product is
about 35% the cost of competitors’. They are looking to expand
into South East Asia in 2017.

PLT- 2014

“Cold gliding arc plasma jet for biomedical applications”

B
B2

The founder acquired his education from Germany in plasma
technology. The project received strong support and
collaboration from medical experts and ministerial
government.
The company patented plasma jet application in medicines
and obtained a distribution permission certificate. They are
currently establishing their first factory in Vietnam. Their
product is very cost competitive and they are now looking for
investors to commercialize the technology in Vietnam and
South East Asia.

Zinmed - 2014

C
B2

“Digital solutions for monitoring and treating diabetes”

The founder has a PhD in Bio-medical engineering from
Washington University in St. Louis and lived in the U.S. for one
year after his graduation. He has already founded two
companies. His current service has 1,000 clients in Vietnam
with a monthly growth rate of 30%.
He has received the second place in the Startup Wheel
Competition and $40,000 in local investments. The company
has a patent pending on non-invasive glucose meter
technology. The team is looking to connect with healthcare
experts.

VMSA - 2015

C
B2

B
B2

“Developing and manufacturing pharmaceutical products from natural herbs”

The core team is a combination of scientists with backgrounds
from the University of Medicine and Pharmacy, a
pharmaceutical producer and entrepreneurs. The company
aims to tap into the potential market in Vietnam.
They are looking to expand to Laos, Cambodia and Thailand.
Local available sources of materials contribute to a 50% lower
cost in comparison to competitors.

Abivin - 2015

B
B2

“Big data processing, analyzing and visualization”

Business
Application

The founder graduated from U.S. with extensive experience in
big data and machine learning; grouped with a high profile
team who has technology and business exposure in U.S., UK
and Singapore.
A big FMCG company is currently using a trial program with
positive feedback. They are looking for IT talents, investors, and
connections in the retail industry.

Applancer - 2014

B
B2

“Freelancer platform for mobile app outsourcing”

The founder has 16 years experience in the IT industry. He was
the creator of a blockbuster mobile application, FPT Play. He
has initiated many businesses before Applancer. The company
is developing Topdev, one of the fastest recruiting job
advertisement networks for the IT industry in Vietnam.
It has already been integrated into 90% of the IT community in
Vietnam with a 50% monthly growth rate. They have received
$100,000 in local investments and are now looking to connect
with IT and recruitment experts.

Beeketing - 2012

B
B2

“Marketing automation apps for e-commerce websites”

The three co-founders had worked together in another startup
before starting Beeketing. The company has currently over
30,000 customers, mostly in the U.S., with a monthly growth
rate of 30%-50%.
They received a seed investment $125,000 from 500 Startup
and are now looking to connect with strategic partners and
investors as well as building a growth team in the U.S.

ezHotel - 2013

C
B2

B
B2

Business
Application

“Integrated solutions of hotel management, channel management, and
booking management systems”

The founders have strong competence in technology and have
achieved a 50% conversion rate from ezHotel (the booking
service) to ezFolio (the hotel management system).
They were selected by SeedStars World 2015 to join a global
competition in 2016. They are looking for information
technology agents, partners, and investors in hospitality
industry.

ICOMM - 2014

C
B2

"Mobile content delivery platform create better engagement between
existing mobile applications and their customers”

The founder graduated with a degree in Computer Science
from the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, U.S. He
was a co-founder of Cazoodle, Inc (www.cazoodle.com) and
the CTO of the 30-million user social portal go.vn as well as the
top Vietnamese Online Contest service IOE (ioe.vn with 13M+
active users).
ICOMM has already achieved more than 100,000 end users as
of December 2015 with good growth rate. They are focusing on
marketing to expand its user base and to begin monetization.
They are now looking for funding support.

Proview - 2011

B
B2

“Platform for assisting companies with KPI strategic management”

The core team is a combination of individuals with diversified
backgrounds in HR, business strategy and programming. Three
co-founders had worked together in many businesses
including quancafe.vn, click2learn.vn and healthfamily.co
before starting Kpibsc.com.
They have a good track record of SaaS based solution business.
They are now looking for investors and partners to expand to
international markets.

CRAN - 2015

C
B2

“Water monitoring and treatment turnkey solution for catfish farming”

The core team is a big technical and business group, spun off
from a university. The product is patented on technology
receiving support from foundations and the university.
First sales occurred in early 2016. They are looking to export the
nanosensors to Asian countries Cambodia, Laos and Thailand.

Entobel - 2015

B
B2

Agriculture

“Supplies a sustainable feed ingredient made from insects”

Both co founders have transferred European technology to
Vietnam where lower production costs can be achieved.
They are currently operating a pilot plant in Vietnam and are
looking for investors to establish their first full-scale factory.
Their clients are feed manufacturers in Asia and Europe.

Green Leap - 2015

C
B2

“Smart garden devices to transform the primarily-rooftop landscape in the
cities”

The founder has extensive startup exposure abroad and an IT
degree from Columbia University. He has established an
excellent software and hardware engineer team. They are
currently developing versatile models for smart outdoor
environment.
The company is looking for top engineers with a passion for
creating fun and innovative gadgets as well as investments to
expand sales ten fold in 2016.

Hamona - 2013

C
B2

“Innovative fair-trade raw drinking coconut; just plug straw in and drink!”

The founder has a passionate and strong personality and
formed an experienced team in the agriculture industry. They
received a $25,000 award from an inclusive business challenge.
They are capitalizing on a thirsty world with an estimated $1B
market size and 30% growth rate per year.
Already well established in Vietnam, they are expanding
exports to Japan and the U.S in 2016. Looking for resources to
double growth every year for the next 10 years.

VSYS - 2010

C
B2

B
B2

“Easy-to-use tools for creating automation systems for home, farms, factories”

The founder has strong knowledge of systems architecture.
They have stable revenue coming from other products. The
company is now focusing on developing automatic controller
devices for aquaculture.
They are seeking to expand their network and distribution
channels.

SEN Platform - 2015

C
B2

B
B2

Education

“Interactive online education platform”

The two founders hold Master Degrees of Computer Software
and worked together for five years on online solutions for U.S.
Educational Publishers before starting their own business. They
have won two new contracts in the US and Vietnam in Q1,
2016.
The product was patented in Vietnam and they have already
raised $50,000. They are looking to expand further in Vietnam
and the U.S. in 2016.

Stitch Appeal - 2015

C
B2

Fashion

“A fashion-tech company that offers custom designed and tailored
women's fashion”

The founder has 16 years experience in marketing, finance and
operations at startups and large corporations, including five
years at a VC fund helping with operations at portfolio
companies. She grew up in the US and has been living in
Vietnam for seven years (fluent in both English and
Vietnamese).
Her company has built a solid foundation for the production of
goods. She started marketing with Indiegogo campaign and
raised $7,600 in 45 days from customers in the US and
Vietnam. 75% gross margins. The company is targeting global
women’s apparel sector ($34B in US).
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Villgro Lotus Impact - 2015

“Supporting entrepreneurs during their early stages”

The founder has been successful at running multiple
businesses for many years. The team consists of excellent
members with valuable skills and work ethics.
Their business growth trajectory is to raise millions of US dollars
for their fund and invest more in innovative business ideas with
high potential in Vietnam.

PISI CIT - 2015

“Seeking and incubating startup ideas”

Incubators

The newborn consortium is a strong combination of a
university, an incubator, entrepreneurship support network and
government representatives.
During six months, it has currently incubated 15 startups in
which five have been invested by an angel investors’ fund. They
are now looking to connect its startups to other investors.

V2i Vietnam Innovation Incubator - 2015
“Offering technological and financial support to agricultural SMEs”

The core team consists of a tech-based incubator, an
international NGO and a legal firm. The incubator is providing
tailored-made service packages for its clients.
It has built up a strong network of scientists in technology
sector as well as agriculture. They are now looking to expand
their networks and connect with funders, financial institutions,
and investors.

Fablab - 2015

“Enabling invention by providing access to tools for digital fabrication”

Inspiring to develop a strong “makers" community, a group of
makers and entrepreneurs have founded the Fablab project. It
acts as a pre-seeding incubator, promoting collaboration and
experimenting to foster more solid and diverse teams with
successful products and solutions in the innovation system.
Fablab has run many successful workshops and field trips that
generated initial revenue. They are now looking for more funds
to fully equip Fablab Saigon and explore new revenue streams.

